
Trumpia Connect
Convert More Leads by Adding

SMS Automation Into Salesforce



As a salesperson, you spend your day going back and forth between Salesforce, emails, and phone 

calls. There are three problems with this:

Now, with Trumpia Connect, just watch how fast your leads will respond to your text messages. 

Trumpia Connect for Salesforce plugs right into your Salesforce user interface so you never have 

to switch programs. Best of all, you don’t have to expose your personal mobile number - Trumpia 

Connect allows you to use your work phone number to send and receive text messages.

Research has shown that texting your leads can increase your conversions by up to 40%! Better 

yet, Trumpia Connect works with Salesforce’s Process Builder in such a way that you can build 

ongoing relationships with your leads without lifting a finger. We call it Intelligent SMS Automation 

for Lifecycle Engagement. It’s like having a sales associate doing all of the work for you 

automatically!

1. Most of the time your leads don't pick up your calls or respond to your emails.

2. You’re forced to switch between multiple programs and communication methods 
    dozens of times a day.

3. Playing phone tag is downright frustrating.

Why You Need Trumpia Connect



How Trumpia Connect Will Boost Your Sales

Save Time and Energy with Automation

Get Responses Instantly

Trumpia Connect is compatible with Process Builder, saving you precious time by 

sending texts automatically whenever certain conditions occur within Salesforce. Plus, 

you can bring attention to time sensitive events by sending:

Connecting with customers quickly is key to improving your conversion rates.

•  With a response rate five times higher than email, texting can generate 

   significantly more opportunities, and your messages will never go to “spam”. 

•  You may spend thirty minutes on a single call with a customer but with texting 

   you can engage in five or six threaded conversations in the same timeframe. 

•  By engaging more customers every day, you will inevitably increase your 

   conversion rate, meeting and beating your quotas faster than ever before.

• Follow-up texts when leads fill out your “Contact Us” form.

• Text reminders to leads for upcoming meetings.

• Pre-scheduled texts after your sales close to solicit customer feedback. 

• Follow-up text messages after not reaching a lead. 

• Text reminders to your lead to sign a proposal that was sent via email.

• Announce a long-awaited feature to customers who were asking for it. 



Happy Customers Buy More

Here’s why texting will help drive more repeat business:

• Consumers prefer the immediacy and convenience of texting over phone 

   tags or email delays. 

• They appreciate the option of calling or texting the business number 

   that you already use.

• Phone calls can be time-consuming for everyone and draw you away 

  from important tasks. 

• Your sales reps can respond to more messages at once and on their 

   own schedule.

What Sets Trumpia Connect Apart

No Additional Services Required:

Unlike other vendors, Trumpia Connect is ready out of the box and doesn't 

require additional software.

Text-Enable Your Business Number:

Give your customers the power to text your existing direct or toll-free number. 

We can also provide you with a new, text-enabled number if you need one. 

Only Trumpia Connect offers both options.

Salesforce Optimized:

Trumpia Connect is fully compatible with Salesforce Automated Workflows, 

Salesforce1TM Mobile App, and the new Salesforce Lightning Experience.



Feature Highlights

Send business card images, product images, and sales 

collateral directly from Salesforce.

Text Message 
Inbox

Quickly manage multiple online conversations at the 

same time.

Landline 
Texting

Communicate with your customers using your business 

number, without ever having to pick up the phone.

Two-Way 
Texting

Engage in real-time, threaded text conversations 

with leads.

Automated 
Salesforce 
Workflows

Schedule automated messages to go out whenever 

certain activities occur in the Salesforce platform.

Integrate Leads 
and Contacts

With our Lightning Component, you can send and receive 

text messages right from the lead/contact record in the 

Salesforce UI.

 

Templates
Use a template to save time and to maintain a consistent 

brand image.

Scheduled 
Messages

Compose your messages in advance to go out on your 

schedule.

Unicode and 
International 
Support

Send emojis and international characters like accent 

marks and tildes, where available.

Auto 
Responses

Set up automatic replies for when you’re out of the office  

or occupied.

MMS 
Messaging


